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ABSTRACT 
The advent of Covid-19 has called for total rearrangement or adjustment in all provinces of teaching and 

learning in the university system. The universities across the continents have therefore set-up institutional 

task force to mitigate the impact of the pandemic. Some are striving to participate in high-level research 

towards finding a cure for the virus. Many are attempting to shift to online teaching and learning through 

institutional, national, continental and international initiatives. The study therefore examined covid-19 

threats as a catalyst for long lasting changes in universities in Rivers State: Its impacts and mitigations. 

The study adopted descriptive survey design. The population of the study consists of 140 lecturers and 

367 students drawn from Rivers State University and University of Education, Port-Harcourt, Faculty of 

Education. The sampling technique was purposive. The instrument was titled: Covid-19 Threats and 

Changes in Universities Questionnaire (CTCUQ). Fifteen (15) items were drawn for the study. Thus, 507 

copies of questionnaires were distributed and retrieved 417 copies. Findings indicated that there is a shift 

from classical learning approach to online format or virtual knowledge base that encourages distance 

learning. Also, the negative impacts are conceived in respects of abrupt interruption in learning activities 

as well as maximum pressures on parents and government for provision of infrastructure for virtual 

learning. It is therefore concluded that Covid-19 has both positive and negative impacts on the 

universities in Rivers State. It is recommended that there should be collaboration between government, 

non-governmental organizations and education stakeholders on the best ways of mitigating the impacts of 

Covid-19 on the university system in Rivers State. Also, parents should be encouraged to provide 

necessary roles that will enhance learning through electronic learning. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

University education systems, at global level, have reacted practically in a solitary manner to Covid-19 

pandemic. It has persistently used the same or equivalent pedagogical modalities that do not require 

physical contact or attendance. The doubts arise when one begins to hypothesize about the probability of 

a prolong duration of this exceptional situation (UNESCO, 2020). 

Based on government, parents, lecturers and students approach to covid-19 pandemic, the entire global 

higher education setting has intensely undergone unimaginable metamorphosis. The noxious and 

transferable disease has deeply affected worldwide education sector. This misfortune has also stunned up 

university system. The Covid-19 pandemic outbreak mandatory force many schools and colleges to 

remain locked down temporarily. Universities are affected worldwide and there is a fear of losing the 

whole ongoing semester or even more in the coming future (Rieley,2020).This situation has remained 

pathetic and calamitous as the academic calendar is virtually truncated, thus, creating an imaginable gaps 

in what the students supposed to have acquired during this period. Lecturers and students have been 

dramatically impacted by the spread of the coronavirus, from travelled restrictions, social distancing, 

isolation measures, quarantines, campus closures to border closures. Universities have been forced to 
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close campuses and switch to online learning and digital tools in the wake of the coronavirus hence 

making the whole lot of education activities more tumultuous. 

Statement of the Problem 

The dynamic of Covid-19 pandemic has absolutely paralyzed and rampage every scope of human 

activities and consequently, put educationists, scientists, economists, psychologists, biologists, managers 

etc. into the theatre of unimaginable and mystified confusion. UNESCO (2020) mentioned that the current 

impacts of the crisis on universities are easily documented, but it is debatable to determine the extent in 

which this pandemic will leave its marks on different sectors of education. Undoubted, lack of references 

to similar crises in the past makes it difficult to predict what may happen in the immediate future. The 

objectives of this study therefore were to determine covid-19 threats as a catalyst for long lasting changes 

in universities in Rivers State: Its impacts and mitigations and also, to ascertain the positive and negative 

impacts. The study also sought to ascertain the processes used to mitigating the impacts of Covid-19 on 

the university system. 

Purpose of the study 

The purpose of the study was to examine Covid-19 threats as a catalyst for long lasting changes in 

universities in Rivers State: Its challenges and mitigations. The objectives were to: identify the positive 

and negative effects and process of mitigating the negative impacts of Covid-19 on universities. 

Research questions 

1. What are the positive impacts of Covid-19 on universities in Rivers State? 

2. What are the negative impacts of Covid-19 on universities in Rivers State? 

3. What are the processes of mitigating negative impacts on universities in Rivers State?  

Hypotheses 
1. There is no significant difference in the opinions of lecturers and students on the positive impacts 

of the Covid-19 on universities in Rivers State. 

2. There is no significant difference in the opinions of lecturers and students on the positive impacts 

of the Covid-19 on universities in Rivers State. 

 

Concept of Covid-19 

COVID-19 is a disease caused by a new strain of coronavirus. ‘CO’ stands for corona, ‘VI’ for virus, and 

‘D’ for disease. Formerly, this disease was referred to as ‘2019 novel coronavirus’ or ‘2019-nCoV.’ The 

Covid-19 virus is a new virus linked to the family of viruses known as: Severe Acute Respiratory 

Syndrome (SARS).According to UNICEF (2020) the outbreak of this pandemic has been declared as a 

Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC). It is transmitted through direct contact with 

respiratory droplets of an infected person generated through coughing and sneezing. More so, individuals 

can also be infected from touching surfaces contaminated with the virus.  

In same vein,WHO (2020) observed that Coronaviruses are a group of viruses belonging to the family of 

Corona viridae, which infect both animals and humans hence causes mild disease similar to a common 

cold, while others cause more severe disease (such as MERS - Middle East Respiratory Syndrome and 

SARS – Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome). This virus emerged in Wuhan, China in December 2019. 

Signs and symptoms include: respiratory symptoms (fever, cough and shortness of breath). 

Recommendations to mitigate or prevent the spread of this virus include: frequent cleaning of hands using 

alcohol-based, soap and water, covering the nose and mouth with a flexed elbow or disposable tissue 

when coughing and sneezing as well as avoiding close contact with anyone that has a fever and cough.  

  

Positive Impacts of Covid 19 on Universities 

Covid-19 has dreaded the education sector thus setting confusion on whether the students have to be 

given automatic grade, allowed to proceed to the class or to repeat. There are divergent views on how best 

to management this crisis presented by the Covid-19 pandemic. However, universities across the 

continents are setting up an institutional task force to alleviate the impacts of the pandemic. Some are 
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striving to participate in high-end researches to find a therapy for the virus. Many are attempting to swing 

to online teaching and learning through institutional, national, continental and international initiatives. 

Starting  from  March  2020,  due  to  the  Covid-19  pandemic,  schools  and  universities were  closed, 

and based on this circumstance   all    didactic    efforts    were    moved    towards   online environment,  

in  an  unprecedented  effort  to  ensure  the  educational  continuity .Thus,   there is a   forceful   break   

from   the   classical organization of the educational activity, its structures and its routines (Nedelcu, 

2020).  At this   point,   avoiding   disruption   in   learning,   didactic   and   communication 

discontinuities, become     priority   of   all   educational   systems. Learning activities are multifaceted, 

nurtured by different sources that are highly interfacing with virtual learning facilities. Thus,  it  becomes  

important  to  ensure  a  deliberate  organization  of  didactic efforts to keep  consistent connection in 

learning activities. 

Different countries worldwide have introduced various solutions during the pandemic to discontinue or 

avoid dissonance in the education process. An online library, TV broadcasts guideline resources, video 

lectures, online channels for teaching and learning are introduced. To cover the abandoned school 

activities, Ministry of Education in collaboration with radios and television channels has launched 

educational projects in their various media. The live transmission of lessons broadcasted through radios 

and TV channels in different subjects nationwide covers some parts of the school curriculum especially at 

low level of education. 

As perceived by Georgia and David (2020), different studies have shown plan of using distance/online 

learning process during the pandemic even though it is concentrated on at the minor area of academic 

planning activities. This therefore serves as a catalyst for having a profitable foundation for permanent on 

line learning courses. For example, planning is specifically made for graduate students in respect of 

teaching and learning, seminar, project defense which are arranged in the various faculties to accentuate 

learning through zoom. These activities are mostly concentrated on certain aspect of academic activities.  

With the emergent of the pandemic, there is totally change of learning situation in the university system. 

This implies that teaching and learning attain the mode of knowledge base on the internet website which 

is a modified version of classical learning activities in the classroom set up. This has resulted to hybrid of 

learning activities projecting beyond the classroom environment. Thus, in the system where there is 

efficient management, this can serve as a catalyst for permanent learning activities through knowledge 

based virtual learning. 

The process of shifting learning to a remote or online format has already become part of many 

educational institutions in different parts of the world before the advent of Covid-19. However, many 

institutions have not been able to key in this transformation but presently it has form part of their learning 

accomplishment which is to be sustained permanently. The management can key into this circumstance 

by making it a common values in their planning objectives. 

UNESCO (2020) affirmed that Covid 19 has abruptly created, maintained and sky rocked improvement in 

distance learning demands, thus creating an overwhelming portals to remote education. It moves learning 

from classrooms to homes at certain scale but in a hurry presents enormous challenges both at human and 

technical spectrum. Notwithstanding, it has served as a catalyst to uphold the tenets and values of the 

entire university system in the long run. 

 

Negative Impacts of Covid 19 on Universities 

Covid-19 pandemic has created the largest disruption in the history of our education system. Closure of 

schools and other learning spaces have tremendously affected school management, educationists, parents, 

lecturers, students, etc. It specifically strangles and causes inevitable  interruption in students' learning; 

disruption in internal and external assessment of students, cancellation of public assessment qualification 

for Joint Matriculation Examination Board (JAMB), West African Examination Council (WAEC) and 

National Examination Council (NECO) etc. at the lower level of the educational sector.  

More so, there had been rapid shifting of operations as both lecturers and students tend to adapt to 

different university landscape. For instance, Rivers State Universities in Nigeria like other universities 
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worldwide have completely suspended every learning activity hence forcing a hull on examination for 

both graduates and undergraduates. In addition, university management has been forced into serious 

thinking on the best strategies and methodologies to adequately manage and control the crisis hence 

leading to on-line practices of organizing seminars as well as coordinating project defense through zoom 

or rightly referred to as virtual on line programme activities (UNESCO, 2020).This therefore served as an 

extra burden on inexperienced individuals on how best to communicate with their students through 

Whatsapp, Facebook ,Zoom, YouTube or Virtual learning video. 

In another development, school closures carry high social and economic costs for every facet of learning 

activities. Its impacts however are particularly severe for the most vulnerable and marginalized students 

and their families (Muhammad, Suliman,  Abeer and Rabeea,2020). The resulting disruptions did not only 

exacerbate already existing disparities within the education system but also in other aspects of their lives. 

In other words, Covid-19 abruptly or completely disproportionate under-privileged learners who tend to 

have fewer educational opportunities beyond school. In reality, most of the parents cannot afford android 

phone or even data to continuously allowing their children to participate actively in the on line learning 

activities. 

Furthermore, it creates confusion and stress for lecturers and students. Lecturers are often unsure of their 

obligations and how to maintain connection with the students in respect of online programmes. Transition 

to distance learning platforms tends to be messy and frustrating, even at the best circumstances. Parents 

are seriously panic-stricken and unprepared in the craziness for distance and home schooling because of 

its impact on their menial resources.  In other words, when parents are gruesomely asked to facilitate on 

line learning, it is seen as an increase pressure on their limited and leaned resources (UNESCO, 2020). 

Another  negative impact has obviously been that the cessation of classroom activity at higher institutions 

have left students, particularly undergraduates and those on the verge of finishing in a complete hysteria 

situation and without a clear idea of how long the impact will last. It destabilized daily planning activities, 

incurring costs and other financial burdens naturally on the continuation of their studies in the long run. 

This, of course, called for total rearrangement or adjustment to the confinement of the Covid-19. 

Obviously, challenges of measuring and validating learning become more complicated as calendar for 

assessment, notably high-stakes examinations that determine admission or advancement to new education 

levels are thrown into slip-up. Strategies to postpone, skip or administer examinations through distance 

learning strategies have raised serious concern about fairness, especially when access to learning becomes 

invariable. 

Inevitably, the loss of social contact and socialization routines that are part of the daily experience of 

students take its toll. The isolation that is inevitably associated with confinement has its effects in terms 

of socio-emotional balance that will leave their mark, particularly, on those students with pre-existing 

problems of this nature (UNESCO, 2020). 

 

Mitigating Strategies 

The closure of universities has accelerated an abrupt entrance into a novel era of learning in universities. 

The entreaty for instantaneous digital transformation not only necessitates the incorporation of 

technologies, but also entails the creation or modification of processes, capacities and skills to develop the 

emerging technological dynamic. However, since there was no much time to prepare for these conditions, 

lecturers have been challenged to discovery the creative and innovative tendency that will enhance 

adaptability and flexibility in order to mitigate the negative impacts of the pandemic (UNESCO,2020).  

However, certain measure such as: distance learning through low-cost technology is seen as immediate 

possibility to mitigate the menace. In other word, reaching the vulnerable population will require adopting 

multiple learning delivery modalities ranging from televisions, radios and SMS-based mobile platforms 

that are more easily available to the underprivileged. With over 80 percent of the adult population having 

access to radios and phones, it would be possible to reach most students left behind with targeted 

instructions via these mediums. However, while online platforms offer personalized learning, other 

delivery modalities require a central planner as well coordination between all three tiers of government 
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and the private sectors. This is where the role of the Ministry of Education is obvious by collaboration 

with radios and television channels beyond traditional learning policies in the classroom (Joshua-Luther 

& Cornelius, 2020). Thus, with the replacement of face-to-face classes, the students have also make an 

effort to adapt to new formulas for teaching and learning. 

Also, parents/guardians irrespective of their education level play a pivotal role to ensure that learning is 

unencumbered. In order to ensure proper uptake of the available resources, some parents have decided to 

buy laptops, android phones or desk tops for their children to meet up zoom learning activities. This is 

extra cost incurred by the parents to mitigate the impasse of Covid-19 on the learning perspectives of the 

students. At this time, parents act as intermediaries thus encourage internet learning capacities.  

The most evidencing mitigation on lecturers is the utilization of virtual modality. Practically, at least, 

virtual education is present in most universities and the ability of each lecturer to continue teaching 

largely depends on their experiences. The traditional formulas of classical education are remodeled to 

appreciate the current demands emanated from the adverse effects of Covid-19 (Watts, 2016). On the 

other hand, the behavior of postgraduate students seems to be, in this sense, more open to participatory 

methodologies. Most of the universities under this research capitalized and actually utilized the virtual 

learning system in reaching the post graduate students. 

World Bank, UNESCO and other development partners have already rolled out a number of education 

resources. The Edtech industry in general also provides free online platforms to engage directly with 

students and to assist school administrators and governments to identify technological solutions that 

support remote learning. The most urgent needs at the moment is to motivate lecturers, identified learners' 

preparedness and galvanizing domestic digital and media enterprises. This needs to be complemented 

with innovative sourcing of learning infrastructure during this period (Bloom, Cadarette & Sevilla, 2018). 

For example, reaching students through existing internet facilities, home appliances and gadgets will be 

more cost-effective. Greater involvement of domestic philanthropists and digital entrepreneurs has helped 

to reduce the financial burden of sustaining learning through this crisis. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

The study adopted descriptive survey design. The population of the study consists of 140 lecturers and 

367 students drawn from Rivers State University and University of Education, Port-Harcourt, Faculty of 

Education. The sampling technique was purposive. The instrument was titled: Covid-19 Threats and 

Changes in Universities Questionnaire (CTCUQ). Fifteen (15) items were drawn for the study. The 

respondents were requested to response to research questions rated on 4-points scale of: Strongly Agree 

(SA), Agree (A), Disagree (DA) and strongly Disagree (SD). Thus,507 copies of questionnaires were 

distributed and retrieved 417 copies for the analysis of research questions using frequency tables mean 

scores and t-test for the hypotheses. 
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RESULTS 

Research Question 1: What are the positive impacts of covid-19 on Universities in Rivers? 

 Table 4.1: Mean scores on positive impacts of covid-19 on Universities in Rivers State. 

 
  S/N                              ITEMS                            Lecturers 

N=166 

Rmk Students 

N=251 

Rmk 

  M SD M SD 

1 Changing of teaching and learning model of 

lecturers and students. 

3.61 0.80 Agree 3.11 0.81 Agree 

2 Shifting learning to a remote or online format 3.00 0.86 Agree 3.28 0.88 Agree 

3 Developing virtual Knowledge base learning 

on line  
2.98 0.77 

Agree 
3.11 0.79 

Agree 

4 Encouraging of distance learning  3.22 0.81 Agree 3.23 0.74 Agree 

5 Making learning more attractive and 

interesting 
3.01 0.68 

Agree 
3.78 0.77 

Agree 

 Grand total 

3.16 0.78 

 

3.30 0.80 

 

 

The data presented in table 4.1 showed the responses of lecturers on positive impacts of covid-19 on 

universities .Thus, majority of the lecturers agreed on 1,2,3,4 and 5 with the mean scores of 3.61, 3.00, 

2.98, 3.22 and 3.01 respectively. The students also agreed on items 1,2,3,4 and 5 with the mean scores of 

3.11, 3.28, 3.11, 3.23 and 3.78 .Consequently, the findings revealed a grand mean of 3.23 signifying that 

covid-19 has positive impacts on universities in Rivers State in Rivers State. 

 

Research Question 2: What are the negative impacts of Covid-19 on Universities in Rivers State? 

 Table 4.2: Mean scores on negative impacts of covid-19 on Universities in Rivers State 

  

S/

N                            

  ITEMS                            Lecturers 

N=166 

Rmk Students 

N=251 

Rmk 

  M SD M SD 

1 Abrupt interrupting of learning activities 3.44 0.77 Agree 3.00 0.88 Agree 

2 Pressuring parents and government on 

providing infrastructure for virtual 

learning. 

3.65 0.71 

Agree 

3.21 0.65 

Agree 

3 Increased pressure on managing of 

covid-19 crisis situation in universities. 
2.91 0.80 

Agree 
3.31 0.66 

Agree 

4 Provision of strange model of behavior 

through social isolation and distancing. 
3.66 0.76 

Agree 
2.88 0.81 

Agree 

5 Creating of high social and economic 

costs on lecturers and students. 
2.98 0.69 

Agree 
3.11 0.78 

Agree 

 Grand total 

3.33 0.75 

 

3.10 0.76 

 

 

The data presented in table 4.2 indicated the responses of lecturers on negative impacts of covid-19 on 

universities. The lecturers agreed on 1,2,3,4 and 5 with the mean scores of 3.44, 3.65, 2.91, 3.66 and 2.99 

respectively. The students also agreed on items 1,2,3,4 and 5 with the mean scores of 3.00, 3.21, 3.31, 

2.88 and 3.11 .Consequently, the findings revealed a grand mean of 3.17 signifying that covid-19 has 

negative impacts on universities in Rivers State. 
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Research question 3: What are the processes of mitigating negative impacts of Covid-19 on universities 

in Rivers State? 

Table 4.3: Mean scores on processes of mitigating the negative impacts on universities in Rivers 

State. 

  Lecturers 

N=166 

Rmk Students 

N=251 

Rmk 

  

S/N                            

Items M SD M SD 

1 Modification of processes, capacities 

and skills to accommodate the emerging 

technological dynamics. 

3.28 0.78 Agree 3.78 0.78 Agree 

2 Parents play pivotal role to ensure 

learning through zoom. 
3.88 0.71 

Agree 
3.69 0.81 

Agree 

3 Training lecturers on utilization and 

application of  virtual internet 
3.71 0.81 

Agree 
3.77 0.73 

Agree 

4 Motivation of lecturers’ capacity in 

teaching and learning. 
3.68 0.79 

Agree 
3.76 0.79 

Agree 

5 Provides for global knowledge base of 

virtual learning. 
3.77 0.71 

Agree 
3.11 0.88 

Agree 

 Grand total 

3.66 0.76  3.62 0.79 

 

 

The data presented in table 4.3 indicated the responses of lecturers on processes of mitigating the negative 

impacts of covid-19 on universities. The lecturers agreed on 1,2,3,4 and 5 with the mean scores of 3.28, 

3.88, 3.71, 3.68 and 3.77 respectively. The students also agreed on items 1,2,3,4 and 5 with the mean 

scores of 3.78, 3.69, 3.77, 3.76 and 3.11. The findings revealed a grand mean of 3.64 indicating that the 

respondents subscribed to all items on processes of mitigating the negative impacts on universities in 

Rivers State. 

 

Hypotheses 

Ho1: There is no significant difference in the opinions of lecturers and students on the positive impacts of 

the Covid-19 on universities in Rivers State. 

Table 4.4: test of hypothesis using Z-test on positive impacts of the covid-19 on universities in Rivers 

State 

Respondents N X  
Std Df z-cal z-crit Level 

of sig 

Decision 

Lecturers  166 3.16 0.78 415 0.42  

1.96 

 

0.05 

 

Accepted students 251 3.30 0.80 

The result of table 4.3 indicated that the calculated z-calculated (0.42) was less than the z-critical (1.96) at 

the degree of freedom (415) and 0.05 significant levels. Hence, the null hypothesis of no significant 

difference in the opinions of lecturers and students on the positive impacts of the covid-19 on universities 

in Rivers State was accepted. 
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Ho2: There is no significant difference in the opinions of lecturers and students on the negative impacts of 

the covid-19 on universities in Rivers State. 

Table 4.5: test of hypothesis using Z-test on the negative impacts of the covid-19 on universities in 

Rivers State. 

 

Respondents N X  
Std Df z-cal z-crit Level of sig Decision 

Lecturers  166 3.33 0.75 415 0.20  

1.96 

 

0.05 

 

Accepted students 251 3.10 0.76 

 

The result of table 4.3 indicated that the calculated z-calculated (0.20) was less than the z-critical (1.96) at 

the degree of freedom (415) and 0.05 significant levels. Hence, the null hypothesis of significant 

difference in the opinions of lecturers and students on the negative impacts of the covid-19 on universities 

in Rivers State was accepted. 

 

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 

The result of research question one indicated that changing of learning model of lecturers and students, 

shifting learning to online format, developing virtual Knowledge base learning on line, encouraging of 

distance learning and making learning more attractive and interesting were accepted by the respondents as 

positive effects of Covid-19.this confirmed the view of Nedelcu (2020) who stated that there is a   

forceful   break   from   the   classical organization of the educational activity, its structures and its routine 

priority   of   all   educational   systems.  

In support of the above fact, UNESCO (2020) affirmed that Covid-19 has abruptly created, maintained 

and sky rocked improvement in distance learning demands, thus creating an overwhelming portals to 

remote education. It moves learning from classrooms to homes at certain scale but in a hurry presents 

enormous challenges both at human and technical spectrum. Notwithstanding, it has served as a catalyst 

to uphold the tenets and values of the entire university system in the long run. 

In analyzing research question two, it is stated that Covid-19 abruptly interrupt learning activities, 

Pressuring parents and government on providing infrastructure for virtual learning, increased pressure on 

managing of covid-19 crisis situation in higher institution, provision of strange model of behavior through 

social isolation and creating of high social and economic costs on lecturers and students were also 

subscribed to by the respondents as the negative impacts of Covid-19. This is in consonance with the 

perception of UNESCO (2020) which stated that the resulting disruption did not only exacerbate already 

existing disparities within the education system but also in other aspect of their lives. In other words, 

Covid-19 abruptly or completely disproportionate under-privileged learners who tend to have fewer 

educational opportunities beyond school. In reality, most of the parents cannot afford android phones or 

even data to continuously allowing their children to participate actively in the on line learning activities. 

In addition, there had been rapid shifting of operations as both lecturers and students tend to adapt to 

different university landscape. For instance, Rivers State Universities in Nigeria like others worldwide 

have completely suspended every learning activity hence forcing a hull on examination for both graduates 

and undergraduates. 

The results of research question three suggested that the processes of mitigating negative impacts of 

Covid-19 on universities in Rivers State reflects on modification of processes, capacities and skills in the 

emerging technological dynamics, parents play pivotal role to ensure learning through zoom, training 

lecturers on utilization and application of virtual internet, motivation of lecturers’ capacity in teaching and 

learning and provides for global knowledge base of virtual learning. This is justified by the perception of 

Joshua-Luther (2020) who opinionated that distance learning through low-cost technology is seen as 

immediate possibility to mitigate the menace. In other word, reaching the vulnerable population will 

require adopting multiple learning delivery modalities ranging from television, radio and SMS-based 

mobile platforms that are more easily available to the poor. 
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In support of the above, World Bank, UNESCO and other development partners have already rolled out a 

number of education resources that developed and developing countries can readily deploy. The Edtech 

industry in general is also providing free online platforms to engage directly with students and to assist 

school administrators and governments to identify technological solutions that support remote learning to 

tap the effects of global resources.  

 

CONCLUSION   

It is therefore concluded that Covid-19 has both positive and negative impacts on the universities in 

Rivers State. The positive impacts reflects on changing of learning model of lecturers and students, 

shifting learning to a remote or online format, developing virtual knowledge base learning on line, 

encouraging of distance learning and making learning more attractive and interesting while abruptly 

interrupt learning activities, pressuring parents and government on providing infrastructure for virtual 

learning, increased pressure on managing of covid-19 crisis situation in higher institution. However, 

various steps were taken to mitigate this menace in respects of: modification of processes, capacities and 

skills in the emerging technological dynamics, parents play pivotal role to ensure learning through zoom, 

training lecturers on utilization and application of virtual internet, motivation of lecturers’ capacity in 

teaching and learning and provides for global knowledge base of virtual learning. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 There should be collaboration between government, non-governmental organization and 

education stakeholders on the best ways of mitigating the impacts of Covid-19 on the university 

system in Rivers State. 

 Parents should be encouraged to provide necessary roles that will enhance learning through 

electronic learning. 

 Lecturers should be trained to be at par with the challenges of Covid-19 in respects of application 

of zoom or virtual learning system. 
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